DISCOVER A STUNNING RANGE OF MADE TO
MEASURE CURTAIN TRACKS & WINDOW BLINDS
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Designed for that 'wow-factor', Evaglide curtain tracks offer a decorative
and elegant way to dress your window. Dependent on your preference, our
curtain tracks can be subtle in style or offer high visual impact - either
way, both traditional and contemporary curtains can be hung from them
using our robust and smooth carrier systems. Evaglide curtain tracks are
available as electric, hand or cord operated.
With a range of stunning colour options and our Easi heading systems, you
can accessorise and coordinate your curtain track to work in harmony with
your decor.
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Evaglide H Profile
Specifications
Hand drawn system
Available in white, silver,
black, bronze and gold
25mm x 8mm profile

The Evaglide H Profile system is a lightweight
aluminium track that has matching plastic
carriers. The track is available in a range of five
contemporary colours. The system is designed
to be narrow and slender as to be less
obtrusive and can be bent to fit almost every
window model.
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Evaglide Track
Specifications
Available as a hand drawn
system or corded system
Available in white, silver and
black
20mm x 20mm profile

The Evaglide track system is perfect for
medium weight curtains (8kg per metre).
Simply pull by hand or via a cord to where you
wish to position your curtain. It can be bent
and reverse bent using a 10cm radius or
continuously curved which makes it perfect for
bay windows, apex or hard to reach areas.
Ideal for everyday homes and creates a
stunning window display.
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Evaglide Curve Track
With minimal design at its heart, the
Evaglide Curve track has a distinctive edge
allowing the track to fix flush when
mounted to a ceiling. It can also be wall
mounted framing a window beautifully. The
Curve promises to run both smoothly and
efficiently.

Specifications
Available as a hand drawn
system
Available in white, silver and
black
11mm x 24mm profile
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Contract Curtain Track
Specifications
Available as a hand drawn
system or corded system
Available in white, silver and
black
20mm x 20mm profile

The Evaglide Contract systems is an exceptional
track that allows for heavier weighted curtains of
up to 15kg per metre. It's robust, aluminium
profile offers smooth and efficient operation. It's
perfect for commerical environments but also
works brilliantly within the home. The system
can be bent to 20cm radius allowing it to fit
virtually every window model.
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Evaglide Pole
The Evaglide Pole is where style meets substance.
This beautiful track has been expertly designed to
look like a luxury curtain pole but without the
limitations of a standard pole. Stunning, robust
with maximum efficiency, the Evaglide pole adds
a luxurious finishing touch to any room,

Specifications
Available as a hand drawn ,
corded or electric system
Ability to have end caps or
round ball finials
30mm diametre profile
Available in white, black,
bronze, inox, chrome, dove
grey or slate grey
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Evaglide Motorised
Luxury and efficiency at the simple touch of a
button. Remotes, wall switches and timers can all
be used on this system. There simply isn't a more
convenient way to draw open or close your curtains
than with our electric curtain track. The track can
be bent or curved to suit all architectures and
provides state of the art technology into your home.
The motor boasts one of the most fast, powerful
and silent systems available. If you do not have the
remote to hand - you can simply pull the fabric by
hand and the motor will respond automatically.
Specifications
Motorisation can be used on
pole or standard systems
Available as mains or battery
operated
Easy integration with Smart
Home Technology (see page 29)
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10 YEAR WARRANTY
ON ALL MADE TO
MEASURE SYSTEMS

Roman Blinds
FIND YOUR INSPIRATION

Roman blinds are extremely versatile allowing different fabrics, colours and
styles to create a truly wonderful home fashion statement. Many choose
roman blinds to simply help create a sophisticated atmosphere within a room
but roman blinds are also very practical too. Evaglide roman blinds pull neatly
to the top ensuring a compact and nicely framed window. All Evaglide roman
blind systems are independently tested and certified ensuring they meet the
necessary British Standards for safety (BSEN13120:2009+A1:2014). Each
blind is fitted with a robust and ingenious cog mechanism which releases
when when a force in excess of 6kgs is applied..

Independently tested & certified to British Standards
Child Safe Blinds with exclusive Evaglide breakaway technology for the
ultimate level of safety within your home
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Evaglide BSXL Roman Blind

n

Specifications
Chain operated or available as a
motorised system
Motorisation available as mains or
battery powered
Available as Fast lift (1:1 ratio- 3.5kgs)
or Heavy Lift (1:4 ratio - 10kgs).
36mm x 31mm profile

The BSXL has been intelligently enigneered to
be 'safe by design' - promoting child safety
with maximum performance. The blind can
work a standalone window dressing or
alongside curtains. The system is highly
regarded for it's reliability, consistent
performance and ultimately, its slick, safe and
non-intrusive design.
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Evaglide BSHD Roman Blind
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Specifications
Chain operated or available as a
motorised system
Motorisation available as mains
or battery powered
High load weight of 13kg
62mm x 74mm profile

Ingenuity at its finest. This elegantly shaped
roman blind has been specifically designed to
be able to handle heavier weight fabrics. With
high lift capacity and maximum durability,
you'll have a high powered system that will be
able to open and close virtually any fabrics you
choose. it's perfect for your home or place of
work.
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10 YEAR WARRANTY
ON ALL MADE TO
MEASURE SYSTEMS

Cellular Blinds
FIND YOUR INSPIRATION

Cellular blinds - also known as pleated blinds, offer the perfect choice of
window dressing and can suit virtually every room, complimenting every
interior. Evaglide cellular blinds come with a range of contemporary fabric
colours to choose from in two styles (blackout or dimout).
Evaglide cellular blinds have a unique honeycomb structure within the
fabric which helps to insulate your home, reduces noise and offers UV
protection. The blinds are easy to operate allowing optimal light control
as and when you require.
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Spring-loaded Cellular Blinds
Specifications
Available with blackout or
dimout fabric
Wide range of fabric colours
to choose from
35mm x 35mm profile

Operated by an unseen spring which is hidden
within the profile, the Evaglide spring-loaded
cellular blind is operated by small, discreet
handles of the bottom of the bar which allows
you to position the blind to your perfect
position. The blind offers a clean look with no
cords or chains, it is completely child safe.
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Chain Cellular Blinds
Specifications
Available with blackout or
dimout fabric
Wide range of fabric colours
to choose from
Chain break technology
35mm x 35mm profile

This system uses a conventional manual
operation with a chain pulley. The system has
the Evaglide trusted chain breaker technology
providing easy operation child safety but most
importantly, peace of mind - knowing you're
getting one of the most trusted and high
preforming cellular blind systems available.
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Motorised Cellular Blind
Incorporating the latest technology, the Evaglide
motorised cellular blind can be opened, closed
and positioned with a press of a button or
simple voice command using the Evaglide Hub.
This system offered advanced technology for the
most discerning homes.
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Specifications
Wide range of remotes or wall
switches available
Integration between Google
Home and Amazon Alexa
Mains or battery powered
options
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Cellular Fabric Options

DIMOUT FABRICS
The Evaglide dimout fabric diffuses
light entering a room creating a
beautiful ambience.

BLACKOUT FABRICS
100% blackout fabric ensures total
darkness irrespective of what time of day
it is. This fabric choice has been very
popular with light sleepers, night shift
workers and those with young children.
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2 YEAR WARRANTY
ON EVAGLIDE HUB

Smart Home Technology
FIND YOUR INSPIRATION

Smart technology is now a part of everyday life - so why should your window
dressings be any different? The Evaglide Hub presents the future of window
automation enabling you to open and close your electric window blinds or
curtain tracks with a touch of button or from a simple voice command. The
Evaglide Hub can be used around the home connecting all of your Evaglide
curtain tracks and window blinds together. It provides fast, efficient
technology and has the added bonus of improved security - allowing you to
draw a blind or curtain to a close even when you're not home (giving the
impression that someone is at home).
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Evaglide Hub
The Evaglide Hub is a small, wireless bridge
that connects your electric Evaglide systems
together. The Hub links between your smart
speakers, the Connector app and Evaglide
blinds or tracks ensuring they can be opened,
closed, set timers and positioned to how you
would like. The hub can be linked to 30
systems throughout 20 rooms.

Specifications

Revolutionary RF bidirectional
technology allowing the hub to
'speak' between systems
Works across Evaglide motorised
range
Compatiable with Google Home,
Amazon Alexa, IFTTT and Connector
app

FREE App
available on
iOS and Android
Operating
Systems
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Optional extras for the perfect
finishing touches
Throughout the Evaglide range you can customise our
products ensuring your get the perfect window dressing.

Across our range of chain
operated blinds, you can
customise your chain colour,
height or material. Ask for
details.

Every electric motorised curtain track and blind can be
operated through our range of remotes and wall switches.
Ask for details
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The Easi heading systems
applies a flawless wave-like
ripple across your track system
adding depth and a stunning
visual to your chosen curtain.
Enquire for more details.
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Soft Options Curtains & Blinds Ltd
Unit 14 Box Trees Craft Centre, Stratford Road
Hockley Heath, B94 6EA
Tel: 01564 783399 Email: info@softoptions.ltd
Website: www.softoptions.ltd

CONTACT OUR FRIENDLY TEAM TO ORDER THE EVAGLIDE RANGE
OF CURTAIN TRACKS & WINDOW BLINDS

